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Field Notes

Which Came First?
by Chuck Knickerbocker

i

n case this keeps you up late at night, scientists
have recently unlocked the answer to the age-old
question about which came first: the chicken or
the egg. Do you think there’s no way to tie that
question to the topic of curtainwalls and windows?
“Oh, ye of little faith!” A project manager and I
were discussing completing performance mock-ups
before starting production on job material, and
someone threw in the “which came first” question.
This discussion becomes oxymoronic at times, as
it’s so counter-intuitive. Obviously with new systems,
having a mock-up under one’s belt allows everyone
involved (owner, general contractor (GC), architect,
consultants, glazing sub—and by association, their
suppliers) to have confidence in the design and execution of the work before starting the job. But, are
mock-ups required when the project team selects an
existing system, and previous testing shows it works?

Successfully completing the performance mockup
BEFORE the job production starts makes perfect
sense, and is often required by specification. It’s
nice to know where the bugs are in custom, one-off
systems, and getting them worked out by integrating
any necessary changes into the production material.
The bugs can be anywhere: in the design, the materials spec’d to the suppliers, or in the fabrication
or installation techniques. Having a mock-up puts
a spotlight on where the holes (pun UN-intended)
might be, and gives everyone a chance to plug the
holes before starting job production, right?
In either scenario (new or existing system), when
the age-old question about which should happen
first—the “mock-up must be completed” or “production needs to start”—comes up, it usually centers on
meeting the jobsite schedule. Consider a likely scenario when requiring the mock-up to be competed
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first: The GC wants material on site, say starting in
nine months. Getting a new system developed and
tested BEFORE starting job production is projected
to take six months, assuming nothing goes south
during the mock-up. And, if the glazing sub has to
wait for the successful completion of said mock-up,
the earliest date material can get on site is projected
at 12 months, which is three months later than the
GC originally slated installation to start.
The discussion eventually will evolve to whether
the longer lead time items, such as new extrusions, or
large glass orders, or other critical path items can or
should be ordered before the mockup is complete. In
this discussion, there are no right or wrong answers.
There is a right or wrong consequence, however: an
aggressive schedule can be met if it goes right, but
when it doesn’t, kiss the schedule goodbye and pray.
Pray the glazing sub has the financial stability and abil-

Spring 2018

ity to see the job through to completion if there’s a big
cost impact to implement the mockup changes.
In conclusion, all the relevant parties will have
a say in this chicken/egg question in the future:
what comes first, the mock-up or the job schedule? One thing’s for sure: it’s a gut-wrenching decision for all involved, no matter which side of the
table you happen to be seated on. But, the glazing
sub’s risk is much greater than anyone else’s.
Therefore, the glazing sub should have the final
say. Go ahead and start production before the
mock-up is complete, Lord willing and the creek
don’t rise—hopefully it all goes according to plan.
But, hold on for dear life if it doesn’t. AGG

Project teams often
face the debate of
whether to do a
mock-up first or
start production first,
in order to provide a
high-quality building
on schedule.

Chuck Knickerbocker is the curtainwall manager for Technical Glass
Products (TGP). He can be contacted via email at chuckk@tgpamerica.com.
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THE
GOOD KIND
OF PREDICTABLE
A 50+ YEAR TRACK RECORD
OF SAFETY, INNOVATION, AND RELIABILITY
CRL-Blumcraft® revolutionized Life Safety and deﬁned the category of Panic Handles when we patented the
original tubular panic decades ago. While competitors have since come and gone, Blumcraft® Panic Handles have
earned the trust of architects and speciﬁers by establishing an enduring reputation for uncompromising quality,
safety, and elegance not found anywhere else. This is why you’ll ﬁnd our Panic Handles in the most iconic
buildings and demanding speciﬁcations.

QUALITY UL, ULC, and ANSI/BHMA Certified
SPEED 5-7 Day Lead Time
SUPPORT 40+ Locations Serving All of North America
FLEXIBILITY Custom Configurations and Finishes Available

WE DON’T CUT CORNERS

C.R. LAURENCE CO., INC.
crlaurence.com | crl-arch.com
(800) 421-6144 ext. 7700
A CRH COMPANY

Specify Quality. Specify Blumcraft.

489 JAB_3/18

The sleek lines of our curved crossbar returns are designed
to enhance aesthetics while complying with UL 305 4.3.

New Product Focus

Richland Two Institute of Innovation, Columbia, SC
Architect: LS3P
General contractor: MB Kahn
Installing contractor: Watts & Associates Roofing
Profiles: Reveal and Flush Wall Panels, Tite-Loc Plus, HWP
Colors: Almond, Slate Gray, Sierra Tan, Interstate Blue, Silver

glass

Perfectly Neutral

AGC’s Clearvision is a low-iron glass that
offers neutrality, purity and color enhancement.
It delivers 92 percent light transmission and,
according to the company, is ideal for architectural applications requiring a high degree of transparency or color optimization. Even in thick iterations, Clearvision is designed to remain neutral.
Available in laminated, heat-treated, bent, silkscreened or insulating configurations, Clearvision
can be specified for interiors and exteriors — from
distinct architectural elements such as balustrades and floors, to entire building facades.
Clearvision’s double- and triple-insulating units
provide high light transmission and maximize
solar energy.
It can be specified in a wide range of thicknesses from 3 mm to 12 mm with custom thicknesses
available upon request.
¥ www.agcglass.com

Letting the Tint Through

Incredible Metal
“The PAC-CLAD® panels were economical yet offered a nice blend of
systems and profiles that could create the contemporary,
industrial aesthetic we were going for.”
-Mary Beth Branham, Principal, LS3P

HWP

WALL PANEL

FLUSH

REVEAL

WALL PANEL

WALL PANEL

TITE-LOC PLUS
ROOFING PANEL

Case study at P$&ǫ&/ $'&20Ǭ5,&+/ $1'
PAC-CLAD.COM | ,1)2ǭ3$&ǫ&/$'&20
IL: 800 PAC CLAD
GA: 800 272 4482

Solarban 90 solar control, low-E glass is now
available on performance-tinted glasses, including
Atlantica, Azuria, Pacifica, SolarBlue, SolarBronze,
SolarGray and Solexia glasses. It was previously
available on clear glasses and is made by Vitro
Architectural Glass (formerly PPG Glass).
Introduced in 2015, Solarban 90 uses proprietary
coating technology to deliver solar control and high
visible light transmittance on clear glass, while providing color neutrality that the company says works

Spring 2018

MD: 800 344 1400
MN: 877 571 2025

TX: 800 441 8661
AZ: 833 750 1935

well with a range of performance-tinted glasses.
In a standard, 1-inch insulating glass unit
with clear glass, the product has a solar heat gain
coefficient of 0.23, a 15-percent improvement
over Solarban 70XL glass. When coated on performance-tinted glasses such as Vitro’s blue-tinted
Pacifica glass or Solargray glass, Solarban 90 glass
can achieve SHGCs of as low as 0.17 in a 1-inch
insulating glass units.
¥ www.vitroglazings.com
continued on page 10
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New Product Focus
aluminum coatings

Florida Building Code’s
revised 2017 Florida Product
Approvals.
The YHC 300 OG high-performance curtainwall, YHC
300 SSG Cassette pre-glazed
curtainwall and YHW 60 TU
pre-glazed window wall have
been standardized to meet specific, required design pressures for Florida Product
Approvals. Pre-engineered anchor conditions will
be expanded. The most significant change, according to the company, has been to the YHC 300
OG curtainwall, with mullion heights more than
doubled to reach as high as 324 inches. This will
allow for large spans of pure glass on multi-story
buildings, resulting in a cleaner aesthetic and
improved daylighting, according to the company.
Additionally, the company has consolidated all
Florida Product Approval information to make it
easy for architects and contractors to locate specific
product information needed for a given application.
¥ www.ykkap.com AGG

A Special Finish for Aluminum Products
Valspar Acrylicoat is an acrylic
coating with a propriety resin system. This coating delivers a smooth,
glass-like finish and an extremely
hard surface on extruded-aluminum
architectural products.
Ideal for high-traffic residential,
commercial and industrial areas, metal
panels, column covers and other aluminum extrusions.
¥ www.valsparcoilextrusion.com

protective glazing

Meeting the Florida Building Code
With new Florida Building Codes now in effect
as of January 1, 2018, YKK AP has taken steps to
help architects and contractors easily incorporate
pre-approved, pre-engineered curtainwalls and window walls into projects in the Florida market and
other low-lying regions. The company has enhanced
its ProTek impact-resistant products to meet the

Since 1906, J. Sussman, Inc. has specialized in
manufacturing the finest custom metal windows,
projected ventilators and casements.
We Have

Custom Shaped Windows BIM
Metal Bending for the Trade
Church Windows
(for Stained and Protective Glass)

Narrow Profile Equal Siteline Windows
(ventilators are indistinguishable from fixed)

Historical Replication Windows
Hurricane/Impact Windows
Dual Color Thermal Windows
Skylights, Walkways, etc.
Sunbilt Sunrooms
Family Owned and Operated Since 1906

Sussman

Architectural Products
109-10 180th Street
Tel: 718-297-0228

Jamaica, New York 11433
Fax: 718-297-3090

www.jsussmaninc.com
FINE ARCHITECTURAL METAL PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

WINDOWS
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WALKWAYS

SUNROOMS

METAL BENDING
Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal

Smart design
means easy
installation.

03 Anti-jump mechanism
Simple activation of
anti-jump mechanism.

04 Height adjustment
Door panel height adjustment
available any time.

03

01 DORMOTION
No cutouts required in glass.
The damping mechanism
simply mounts on the door
panel and clamps tight.

05 Clip-on mounting
To fit cover, simply twist clip-on
mounting into track rail, then clip
on profile from below.
05

04
02
02 DORMOTION start/stop
Mounts on track rail, secured
by a clamping screw.

MUTO Comfort — our manual sliding
door system — is so easy to install, you’ll
think we’re hiding something. We are!
The compact header conceals multiple
options and adjustable controls to
enhance convenience and operation.
Plus, glass cutting or drilling is not
required — making MUTO the new
standard for quick, precise and hasslefree installation.

06

01

Versatile, convenient, compact and
easy to install — MUTO is one smooth
operator.
Call 800-523-8483 for more MUTO
information.
DORMA and KABA are now dormakaba.
Visit dormakaba.us

06 End stops
Clamp fit enables end stops to
be installed, adjusted with ease.

Shades of
Champagne
One-of-a-Kind
Façades on
Opposite Coasts

The Pacific
San Francisco

242 Broome
at Essex Crossing
New York City

Photo: Handel Architects

by Nick St. Denis
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Photo: QuallsBenson

The recently completed
Pacific (left) and 242
Broome (above) projects
feature unique façades
of champagne-colored
metal.

t

wo recently completed façade projects on
opposite sides of the U.S. share a key trait—
champagne-colored architectural metal. But from
that point forward, they couldn’t be more different.
Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal takes a look at the
design and execution of a pair of unique residential
towers in New York and California.
continued on page 14
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Shades of
Champagne

The Pacific

continued from page 13

San Francisco

Photos: Handel Architects

An old building in San Francisco that housed education
about teeth has gotten a new skin—and with that, new residents.
The Pacific is an adaptive reuse project that turned a 1967
dental teaching facility into a multifamily residential building, as
well as the creation of ten new townhouses next door. According
to architecture firm Handel Architects, the original building’s
high ceilings and large floorplates, similar to those of a hospital,
translated well to a residential building.
The structure’s heavy precast concrete façade was replaced
with a window wall system composed of champagne-colored
metal panels and floor-to-ceiling glass. Glazing contractor
Bagatelos Architectural Glass Systems Inc. (BAGS), working in a
design-assist role, designed, engineered, fabricated and installed
the glazing system.
“It’s an interesting façade that uses one of our core systems
we designed several years ago,” says Nick Bagatelos, BAGS president. He says his company had to design roughly 10 different
dies in order to make the oculus window design work with the
system, adding that a key to winning the job was BAGS’s ability
to design and engineer the façade system in 3-D.
Window openings were expanded to become the dominant
feature in the façade, and tall triangular bays extend past the
building face so each apartment can look down onto the streetscape below. “These ‘glass apertures’ create a strong geometric presence and textural quality, while breaking up the building’s mass,”
according to Handel.
Bagatelos says the project was unique in the level of detail
and testing it took to make the windows. The one-off nature
of the retrofit also posed a hurdle on the installation. “It was a
challenge given that it’s an existing building that required exceptional layout skills from our union curtainwall glaziers based on
the conditions,” he says.
Guardian Glass was used on the project, and Garibaldi
Glass was the fabricator. The all-glass storefront was supplied by
Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope®. Bagatelos says a three-coat Kynar
was used on the metals of the BAGS system.
On an adjacent parking lot, a series of ten modern townhouses were designed in scale to blend with the Victorian
houses in the neighborhood, while aesthetically tying to the
main multifamily building through their geometric façades
and materials.
“With pitched rooflines and angular bay windows, the
townhouses are clearly part of the larger complex yet offer a
home-like experience with larger spaces and more privacy,”
according to Handel.
The exterior façades are clad with red cedar siding combined with Swiss Pearl cementitious panels and silvery glass
that is lined in a brushed aluminum trim. Reynobond supplied
metal panels, which were fabricated by MillerClapperton, and
Winco Window Co. produced the aluminum window system
used on the townhouses.
The Pacific, an adaptive reuse project, included a one-off façade
retrofit resulting in a new glass and metal window wall system.

14
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AGS helped bring a new
look to a classic design.
Custom grilles and sunshades for any concept.
The Rinconada Library in Palo Alto, California wanted to preserve the
character of Edward Durell Stone’s classic design, while expanding the facility’s
functionality as a modern library. Inspired by the circular patterns used in the
original design, AGS produced these dramatic double-layered, perforated
aluminum sunscreens. In addition to helping bridge old and new designs,
SGDXGDKOAKNBJNTSHMSDMRDRTMKHFGSHMSGHR+$$#RHKUDQ BDQSHjDCOQNIDBS
+DSTRGDKOAQHMF@MDVKNNJSNXNTQMDWSOQNIDBSVHSGNTQTMHPTDRTMRG@CD
solutions. Call 708/479.9458 or visit agsshade.com

AGS INC

Architectural Grilles & Sunshades

242 Broome features a
custom curtainwall system
that creates a folding,
twisting pattern on
the façade.

Photo: QuallsBenson

continued from page 14

242 Broome at Essex Crossing
New York City
A champagne-clad façade of anodized aluminum—with
bends and angles to boot—was just the right combination to
help the 242 Broome project blend in while standing out.
Designed by SHoP Architects, the 14-story mixed-use condominium is the first completed structure within Essex Crossing,
a significant urban renewal development in Manhattan. The
façade of metal panels and curtainwall begins to twist slightly
westward at the fifth floor, allowing for maximum views, natural light and privacy.
“The Lower East Side is rich in terms of materiality—there
are lots of textures, brick, and lots of depth in façades… everything but an all-glass building,” says Dana Getman, SHoP’s
lead architect on the project. “So we started from that point.
It needed to be something that has depth, shadows and thicknesses, and balancing that while taking advantage of gorgeous
views you have of lower Manhattan through midtown.”
With those factors in mind, the folding façade pattern was
born. “The building itself steps back from corner, which creates kind of terracing,” says Getman. “It appears as if it’s twisting around the corner, giving the building some movement.”
Walsh Glass and Metal designed, fabricated and installed
the façade system, working with manufacturing partner AZAInt., based in Italy, and U.S.-based Fairfield Metals.
“We decided to fully unitize the curtainwall, capturing all
the metal panel bends within the units,” says Walsh sales and
project manager Daniela Ceini.
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“This is the most unique aspect of this custom wall.”
The storefront features large windows, and the glass sizes
shrink progressively up to the fifth floor, providing a tapering
effect. The windows are smallest in the middle band, where
occupants are closest to their neighbors. This was done to
increase privacy while allowing occupants to enjoy the brick
aesthetics of surrounding buildings.
“Then as the façade goes up, the windows widen and the
[opaque] portions shrink, so you get more open views toward
the top,” says Getman. “… There are five standard panel sizes.
Because of the stepping of the building and change in panel
size, it creates that movement on the façade.”
Getman says the anodized finish provides a “stable” color.
She adds, “With anodized, you get more depth in the aluminum in how it catches the light.”
Like any complex façade project, teamwork among the various players was crucial to its realization. “With weekly designassist meetings, we were able to successfully collaborate with
SHoP architects and SLCE Architects (the architect of record),
as well as façade consultant Frank Seta and Associates, to
achieve the design intent and meeting all engineering and installation requirements,” says Richard Egan, president of Walsh.
Getman adds: “It’s critical to sit in the same room with the
contractor and fabricator to talk through the details and prioritize. If you’re not in the room together, it is really difficult to
maintain design intent.” AGG

Rendering: Moso Studio

Shades of
Champagne

Invisiwall® Glass Systems

PROVIDING
A COMPLETE PACKAGE
Glass | Hardware | Shop Drawings | Engineering

J.E. Berkowitz, Solar Seal and Columbia Commercial Building Products,
are part of Consolidated Glass Holdings, Inc., family of companies.
We offer our customers high-quality Invisiwall® Glass Systems,
products and technical support.

All-Glass Doors and Entrances | Glass Partition Walls
Point-Supported Glass Systems | Glass Canopies
Commercial Shower Doors | Glass Balconies | Handrails
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ARCHITECTURAL DIVISION

Visit invisiwall-info.com to learn more.
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Team Players
The True Value of Glazing Contractors
in the Early Project Stages
by Nick St. Denis

“We understand
why they want
to go through
that diligence.
They’re
investing
millions of
dollars into
these projects
and they
want to get
it right. Our
goal is to find
balance and
help invest
the money
wisely into
more impactful
directions.”
—Thomas
Cornellier,
TSI Corporations
18

i

t’s a given: early collaboration among the glass
and metal contractor, architect and other members of the project team can be critical to executing the design intent of a building. Glaziers and
architects alike generally agree that input from key
trades, such as the façade contractor, in the earliest stages of a project is a major positive.
What isn’t always as clear is what the expectations
are, and, more importantly, the challenges glazing
contractors face when being involved early on.

Importance of Collaboration
As building envelope performance improves,
the façade contractor has become an important
component of the design team.
Thomas Cornellier, chief operating officer of
Maryland-based contract glazier TSI Corporations,
says coordinating the installation of these high-performing façade systems with surrounding trades
and products, such as HVAC and air/vapor barrier, is becoming more critical.
“With the pace of change, it is becoming increasingly difficult for a design team to manage the
architectural design (aesthetics) as well as manage
thermal, structural, and even sound performance,”
says Cornellier. “By including a façade contractor early in the design phase, many issues can be
resolved early that otherwise could have serious
impacts on cost, performance and schedule.”
Kevin Carey of Dynamic Glass, a glazing contractor in Texas, says that on large jobs where the curtainwall takes up the majority of the façade, there
is a lot of up-front coordination involved from the
notice-to-proceed to actually being in the field.
“It helps expedite things such as approvals,
shop drawings and sign-off on designs,” he says.
“Plus, if they give us basic design intent, we can
help them get to the finish line with the details.
I feel like the industry is seeing more and more
projects that involve this collaborative effort.”

www.glassguides.com

Understanding the Value
While the benefits of this type of collaboration
are undeniable, they do come with sacrifices on
the part of the contract glazier. Glazing contractors often are asked to perform significant upfront
work using valuable time and resources prior to
actually solidifying the job.
“Developing proposal details, running structural calculations, performing thermal models
and developing site logistic plans can be very
expensive,” says Cornellier. “This pre-bid work
can cost tens of thousands of dollars. That is a
significant investment into a project that you may
or may not get.”
Carey says he’s typically willing to help the
architect if it’s not extremely labor intensive. But
when his firm has actually secured a design-assist
contract and gets locked in as a subcontractor, “it
allows me to dump way more resources into the
early design effort.”
Another aspect contract glaziers urge architects
to consider is how seemingly simple requests such
as changing glass types or altering a dimension can
have major engineering impacts.
“Putting yourself in the owner or design team’s
shoes, we understand why they want to go through
that diligence,” says Cornellier. “They’re investing
millions of dollars into these projects and they
want to get it right. Our goal is to find balance
and help invest the money wisely into more
impactful directions.”
Carey agrees that the process is challenged when
there are continuous changes, particularly after the
design has been established and approved.
“There needs to be a hard line in the sand,
when we’re trying to get approvals, where we can’t
make changes beyond a certain point,” he says.
He stresses that it’s critical to make sure adjacent
trades are up to date, as changes in the glazing
contractor’s scope can impact others, such as
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concrete or steel. “Again, early collaboration helps
mitigate these last-minute changes.”

Other Considerations
Cornellier says other challenges that can arise
for contract glaziers when collaborating with the
design team involve using unproven vendors.
“With the speed of change and innovation,
new entrants and products have entered the
marketplace, most of which have been positive
contributors,” he says. “However, the speed in the
design process at times can be so fast we don’t
have time to properly vet these new products. This
can lead to using products for their unintended
usage or running the risk of facing major warranty
or performance issues.”
Cornellier adds that his firm often is brought
in early in the design phase of the project when
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it is highly customized and/or highly ornamental. “In these scenarios, we always push to have a
performance mock-up built into the schedule to
fully test and understand each of the systems and
coordination,” he says. “If this can be done, we
can eliminate many of the challenges.”
Ultimately, communication and a clear understanding of expectations can make all the difference.
“It is important that we fully understand the
project budget and the owner’s wishes,” says
Carey. “We could get pretty far down the road
with some pie-in-the-sky design, spin our wheels
and ultimately get it rejected from a budget standpoint. It’s very helpful to know where the budget
is so we can make the right decisions.”
AGG

Façade contractor
TSI Corporations
worked closely with
the design team and
other project members on the recently
completed Hotel at
the University of
Maryland.

Nick St. Denis is the editor of Architects’ Guide to
Glass & Metal. He can be reached at nstdenis@glass.com.
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Project Spotlight
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New Vikings Facility
Goes Heavy on the Metal
The Minnesota Vikings’ new practice facility and
headquarters features more than 150,000 square feet
of architectural metal panels.

IWR North America installed the building enclosure, designed by Crawford Architects.

t

he Minnesota Vikings’ new stadium in
Minneapolis is known for its massive expanses
of glass and translucent roof. Down the road
in Egan, Minn., the team’s recently completed
92,600-square-foot indoor practice facility and
headquarters also uses plenty of glass—but even
more metal.
Building enclosure contractor IWR North
America wrapped up its portion of the
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Crawford Architects-designed facility at the
beginning of 2018, and it was a big portion.
IWR’s wide-ranging scope of work included
technical detailing, shop drawings and custom
architectural overlay in the beginning stages
of the project. On the building’s exterior,
ITW installed louvers, copings, flashings,
126,000 square feet of Centria Formawall
Dimension Series panels, and 7,500 square
feet of Longboard aluminum panels in a wood
grain appearance for the soffits and fascia.
It installed another 25,000 square feet of
Centria IW-10A single skin metal panels on
the interior.
“The architects drew from the past, paying
homage to the heritage of the team’s namesake
while continuously directing design toward the
team’s future needs,” says IWR general manager
Todd Staley. “The architectural shell of the building and the systems integrated into the facility
will play off each other and present an energy-efficient and environmentally-conscious structure
eager to be mimicked.”
According to IWR, the company collaborated
closely with general contractor Kraus-Anderson
and the design team on the building’s complex
geometry “with a great deal of accuracy and technical detailing while working on tight timelines
and aggressive schedules.”
AGG
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Education and Resources

Guidelines for Glass Design
Vitro Architectural Glass (formerly PPG Glass)
has published “Glass Design Guidelines,” a pocket-size resource that architects can use with colleagues, engineers, glazing contractors, glass fabricators and other building professionals when drafting
or reviewing glass specifications for building projects.
The booklet features a fold-out section that

Continuing Education
Course Title: High Performance Silicone Coatings for Glass
Provider: ICD High Performance Coatings
Learning Units: AIA 1 LU/1 HSW Credit
This course reviews high performance silicone coatings on glass for
glazing systems in commercial and residential applications including
interiors.
The course also reviews manufacturing, technical codes, applications,
specifications and design trends for architectural glazing.
→ www.icdcoatings.com

Course Title: Understanding Energy
Code Compliance and Glass Selection
Provider: AGC Glass Company
Learning Units: 1 LU/1 HSW Credit
“Understanding Energy Code Compliance and Glass Selection” covers
the reasoning behind energy codes and the code adoption process, as well
as code differences in the various climate regions of North America.
It discusses code compliance tools and methodology, and designing
with glass to meet the requirements for energy efficient buildings.
→ www.agcglass.com

details eight factors specifiers and design professionals must consider during the glass design/specification process, including safety, wind and snow
loads, thermal stress and surface orientation.
The guide also contains details about Vitro’s
suite of specification tools. They include a product search tool, project gallery and a construct
tool that architects can use to configure and compare custom insulating glass units, then generate
finished industry-standard three-part specifications for the products they select.
→ www.vitroglazings.com

Advantages of Aluminum
for Building Enclosure
The American Architectural Manufacturers
Association (AAMA) has released a white paper
created by its Aluminum Material Council that
covers the use of aluminum in high-performing
building enclosures.
It was published to educate and inform the
marketplace about the energy advantages of using
aluminum fenestration, and how these products
can achieve stringent code requirements.
The white paper states that aluminum extrusions used in the manufacture of entrances, storefronts, curtainwalls, windows and skylight systems
play a major role in making high-performing building enclosures more energy efficient and resilient.
Sustainability is a major topic in the paper as well.
→ www.aamanet.org
AGG

In the Know
continued from page 24
across the entire frequency spectrum,” Hull says.
“It’s important to identify the key frequencies that
will be affected in order to understand the ability of
the glazing to provide required sound attenuation.”
He adds that STC is a value intended for interior
sounds passing through a partition, whereas OITC
is a reflection of the noise outside of a building.
For Schimmelpenningh, it’s a lack of understanding as to what these numbers actually mean
and how they relate to acoustical glazing’s performance. “They’re a tough thing to describe to someone,” she says. “When you see an STC number of
35, you likely don’t know what it means, and looking at 32 to 35, it doesn’t seem much different. But
it could mean a tremendous amount of change.”
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Increased Awareness
Architects and other specifiers are paying more
attention to sound attenuation, as Hull points
out, but since noise codes don’t require a specific
glazing performance, the addition of an acoustical
interlayer isn’t often a priority.
“The regulations are focused on limits to the
noise sources themselves,” he says. “For instance,
music coming from vending carts, construction
noise and other outside noise may be limited to
certain hours of the day, rather than the windows
themselves requiring a specific [acoustical requirement]. A building code requirement would go a
long way in advancing the use of acoustical glazing
in urban areas and specific occupancies.”
AGG
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Event Outlook

2018
April 17
Top Glass
Sponsored by Glass Canada
The International Centre
Mississauga, ON
More info:
www.glasscanadamag.com/top-glass

Illuminate every area of your backyard with our new,
fully structural, pre-engineered glass deck system.

INDUSTRY FIRST FEATURES:
6063-T6 Extruded Aluminum Framing
Frame with Integrated LED Edge Lighting
Multiple Railing Options
Non-Combustible Materials

May 10-11
Glass TEXpo™ ’18
Co-sponsored by the Texas Glass Association,
USGlass magazine and USGNN.com™
San Antonio Marriott Riverwalk Hotel,
Henry B. Gonzalez Convention Center
San Antonio
More info: www.usglassmag.com/texpo

Snap On Setting Gasket
1 1/4” Triple Laminated Glazing
Low Iron Glass Standard
20+ Tested Anti-Slip Surfaces

May 31-June 1
Glass Expo Pacific Northwest™ 2018
Sponsored by the Washington Glass
Association, USGlass and
Architects’ Guide to Glass
& Metal magazines
Hyatt Regency Bellevue
Bellevue, Wash.
More info: www.usglassmag.com/gepn
June 21-23
AIA Conference on Architecture
Sponsored by AIA
Javits Center
New York
More info:
www.conferenceonarchitecture.com
September 5-8
GlassCon Global
Sponsored by FCA International
Holiday Inn Chicagomart Plaza
Chicago
More info:
www.glassconglobal.com
September 12-14
GlassBuild America
Sponsored by NGA, WDDA, GANA,
AAMA and IGMA
Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas
More info:
www.glassbuildamerica.com
Spring 2018

Walkable Skylights | Interior Glass Flooring Systems | Glass Deck Systems
Glass Stair Systems | Glass Stair Treads | Glass Landings
(862) 701-5320 | info@glassflooringsystems.com | www.glassflooringsystems.com

September 27-29
International Window Film
Conference and Tint-Off™
Sponsored by WINDOW FILM™ magazine
Henry B. Gonzalez Convention Center
San Antonio
More info: www.wfctevent.com
October 23-26
glasstec 2018
Sponsored by Messe Düsseldorf
Messe Düsseldorf

Düsseldorf, Germany
More info:
www.glasstec-online.com
November 8-9
Glass Expo Midwest™ 2018
Sponsored by USGlass and
Architects’ Guide to Glass
& Metal magazines
J.W. Marriott Indianapolis
Indianapolis, Ind.
More info: usglassmag.com/gems
www.glassguides.com
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In the Know

Considerations for
Acoustical Glazing
by Katherine Coig
dows and doors, adds that as urban areas populate, there’s also a rise in mixed-use developments
with retail occupying the ground floor, which has
also brought attention to acoustic performance.

Value Misconceptions

Marvel Architects
incorporated
Kuraray’s acoustical
PVB interlayer in
the façade of the
Pierhouse development near the
Brooklyn Bridge in
New York City.
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a

s city populations continue to increase and
unwanted noise becomes more of a problem for
urban dwellers, architects are turning to the use of
acoustical glazing—namely laminated glass interlayers such as PVB—for sound attenuation.

Demand Drivers

The average person spends an overwhelming
majority of his or her time indoors, and there is an
increasing awareness in how noise from the inside
and outside of the building can affect quality of life.
“There’s a ton of documentation on how noise
affects us physiologically and psychologically,”
says Julia Schimmelpenningh, global architectural applications manager at Eastman Chemical
Company. “If you look at hospitals, hotels and
schools, occupants are more relaxed and productive in quieter environments. It’s raising the issue
of noise pollution.”
In recent years, New York City has established
noise codes to address this, and other major cities
have begun to follow suit.
“In New York City … thousands of noise complaints are received each year and represent the
number one quality-of-life issue for residents,” says
Ron Hull, Kuraray America’s marketing manager.
“… Building owners and residents who value and,
ultimately, demand a quieter living and working
environment are driving this increase [in demand].”
Corrie Neukirchner, marketing manager at
Rehau, a provider of acoustic framing for win-
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These experts say cost is the primary inhibitor of
using acoustical interlayers in glass for sound attenuation. However, the product’s inclusive properties,
such as safety and impact-resistant attributes, make
for an overall cost-effective glazing solution.
Schimmelpenningh says the misunderstanding
of the interlayer’s cost versus added value is one
of the biggest differences between the European
and U.S. markets. Since the use of laminated glass
is more widespread in Europe, the price for adding an acoustical interlayer doesn’t seem as drastic
compared to that of the U.S.
“Here, laminated adoption is usually for
impact-resistance. We have many more people
looking at the product thinking, ‘It’s so expensive,’” she explains, noting that the price-per-inch
increase from regular glass to laminated is about
20 percent. “It’s not as big of a price change as
people think it is.”
Schimmelpenningh adds, “You’re not just
getting acoustics—you’re getting safety, security,
hurricane resistance and solar performance. It’s
inherent in the product … you get everything with
it, and that’s a big thing.”

Understanding the Numbers
Aside from cost, these experts say there’s still
a lot of confusion when it comes to acoustical
glazing and its performance, such as Sound
Transmission Class (STC) and Outside-Inside
Transmission Class (OITC) numbers.
“Architects frequently ask for STC numbers, but
don’t review the transmission loss performance
continued on page 22

Katherine Coig is a contributor to Architects’
Guide to Glass & Metal. She may be reached at
kcoig@glass.com.
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A FEW FACTS ABOUT THE SAFEST, MOST QUALITY
CONSCIOUS AND PRODUCTIVE IRONWORKERS IN THE WORLD.

City Center DC

THIS IS OUR STORY...
These are numbers you can’t ignore:
3,000 Contractors
157 Training Centers
6,941 Certiﬁcations in 2016
20,143 Certiﬁed Ironworker Welders
19,735 Apprentices and Trainees
130,000 lronworkers and billions in contracts for the most recognizable projects on earth.
There are literally thousands of reasons to put your trust in lronworkers.

Ironworkers.
SAFETY. QUALITY. PRODUCTIVITY.
WWW.IRONWORKERS.ORG | WWW.IMPACT-NET.ORG

Find your comfort zone. On so many levels.
Establish a comfort zone with Solarban ® glass by Vitro Architectural Glass (formerly PPG Flat Glass)—
now under new ownership and driven by the same U.S.-based plants, people and products trusted by architects for years.
Within the Solarban ® brand family of low-e glass coatings, you’ll ﬁnd a wide array of solar control performance and aesthetic
options delivering unparalleled choices. Backed by 50 years of proven reliability and a formula for the future, you can ﬁnd
comfort in the Solarban ® glass family.
Start your own stack of Solarban ® samples at vitroglazings.com/solarban or 855-VTRO-GLS (887-6457).

©2017 Vitro Architectural Glass. All rights reserved. Solarban, Starphire
and the Starphire logo are registered trademarks owned by Vitro.
Starphire Ultra-Clear is a trademark owned by Vitro. The PPG logo
is a registered trademark of PPG Industries Ohio, Inc.

